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Resource reallocations among academic departments become increasingly
necessary as total university budgets grow more slowly. Ecotiomics atid other
departments frequently find themselves in competition for slices of a resource pie
of given (or shrinking) size. For economics departments administratively located
in colleges of business administration, the competition typically comes from
accounting, finance, management, and marketing departments. For arts and sci-
ences economics departments, the competition comes from disciplines ranging
from chemistry, microbiology, and physics to history, sociology, and English.
Although clearly needed, reliable indicators of differences in interdisciplinary
productivity are hard to find.

National rankings of departments within the same discipline are currently
based on surveys of department chairs, graduate program directors, deans, and
other administrators (Webster and Massey 1992). Such surveys may be biased by
the personal experiences and predilections of the respondents. Establishing such
bias is difficult because the evaluation criteria are seldom expressed as quantita-
tive performance standards.

In an effort to avoid inappropriate interdepartmental comparisons, we tried to
develop a simple theoretical model to evaluate interdisciplinary differences in
research productivity. We then used this model to analyze some information cur-
rently available on research productivity.

David A. Huettner is a pmfes.ior of economics and department chair, and William Clark is an asso-
ciate professor of economics at the University of Oklahoma.
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A MODEL FOR EVALUATING RESEARCH PRODUCTIVITY

In comprehensive universities, faculty are usually evaluated on the basis of
their teaching, research, and service activities. To simplify the evaluation prob-
lem, we analyzed only the journal-publishing and grant-getting ability of facul-
ties as surrogates for research output.'

Several quantitative indicators can be used to approximate research produc-
tivity or output. The most common measures are number of joumal articles;
number of books, monographs, or chapters; and research grant dollars.- These
numerical indicators may be adjusted for qualitative factors such as joumal
quality, number of citations, and prestige of the granting institution (Taubes
1993). The empha.sis or performance weight put on these indicators varies
across disciplines. English and history departments, for example, may empha-
size book publications, whereas science, engineering, and medical departments
may put greater emphasis on extemal grants.' The research productivity of eco-
nomics departments is frequently measured by journal article publication rates
(Graves, Marchand, and Thompson 1992; Tschirhart 1989). To make more
meaningful comparisons, we focused on disciplines (finance, psychology,
chemistry, physics, oceanography, geophysics, and geology) that are reputed to
emphasize journal article publication rates as important research productivity
indicators. However, publications, grants, and citations are not the only mea-
sures of research output or the only factors considered by many when ranking
departments or programs.

The number of journal articles published depends on the supply of and
demand for such articles. In Figure 1. the number of standardized pages
published in a discipline per time period, Qlt., is measured on the horizontal
axis and cost per article or dollars of revenue, %IQ, are measured on the verti-
cal axis. The supply or marginal cost {MC) schedule is downward sloping."*

FIGURE 1
Joumal Article Demand and Supply

$/Q
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The O ĉoN ^"^ '̂ oTHER schedules reflect the demand for economics joumal
pages and the demand for journal pages by other disciplines, respectively. In
this model, systematic differences in the number of pages for economics and
other disciplines result from systematic differences in the demand for and sup-
ply of such pages.

Determinants of journal page demand may include the number of journal
subscribers and article acceptance rates, whereas page supply may be influ-
enced by external grant support for published research. The number of joumal
article subscribers was predicted to affect page demand directly: the greater the
number of subscribers, ceteris paribus. tbe greater the effective demand for (and
equilibrium quantity of) journal pages. Because individuals and institutions
both subscribe to academic joumals, the model suggests that disciplines with
more practitioners and more institutional subscribers would tend to have more
published pages. Economics joumals may have fewer nonacademic subscribers
tban joumals of other disciplines. University libraries tiiay subscribe to both
geology and economics journals, for example, but oil companies may subscribe
only to geology joumals.

Article acceptance rates were also predicted to affect jouma! page demand
directly: the higher the acceptance rate, ceteris paribus. tbe greater the effective
demand for (and equilibrium quantity of) published pages. The model suggests
that higher article acceptance rates result in more published pages, just as
stronger consumer "tastes" result in higher sales. Zivney and Bertin (1992)
bave asserted that science joumal editors presume that the majority of submit-
ted articles should be published because facts need to be reported. Humanities
journal editors, in contrast, presume that only a minority of submitted articles
should be published because few make significant contributions to knowledge
within the discipline. Because economics is a social rather than a "hard" sci-
ence, acceptance rates and effective demand may be lower for economics jour-
nal pages.

Finally, external research grant support and the equilibrium quantity of joumal
pages were predicted to vary directly: the higher the level of grant support,
ceteris paribus, the lower the effective marginal cost and the higher the equilib-
rium quantity of published pages. Publicly and privately funded research grants
may be viewed as subsidies to the producers of joumal pages. The receipt of such
grants would effectively shift the supply or MC schedule downward and thereby
increase tbe equilibrium quantity of article pages. If chemists, for example,
receive more grant (or company paid) support for article page charges than econ-
omists do. then the effective supply and equilibrium quantity of chemistry arti-
cles may be higher.

EMPIRICAL MEASURES OF DEPARTMENT PRODUCTIVITY

Over the past 20 years, several economists have published studies ranking eco-
nomics departments by publications (Graves, Marchand, and Thompson 1982;
Hirsch et al. 1984; Lucas 1993; Tschirhart 1989). These studies allow an eco-
nomics department to document its ranking at the time of the study. Unfortu-
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nately, none of these studies publish the raw. unadjusted data on publications per
faculty. Nor do they contain information on average number of co-authors per
article, pages per article, words per page, and so forth. Without these adjustment
factors, a department chair or dean cannot compare any other year of depart-
mental performance to the published rankings.

In addition, the absence of these adjustment factors or the raw ranking pre-
cludes comparisons with noneconomics disciplines because these rankings are
invariably done on a raw, unadjusted basis. For example, a recent Science article
(Staff 1993) ranked the top 12 chemistry departments by annual average publi-
cations per department over the previous five years. A few phone calls elicited
the data on departmental faculty size and allowed calculation of unadjusted pub-
lications per cbemistry faculty. No comparison with the top 12 economics depart-
ments could be made, however, because no raw rankings or adjustment factors
are available. A month or two of effort produced the adjustment factors in Table
1 and allowed comparison. Tbe top 12 chemistry departments averaged 6.4 annu-
al publications per faculty, whereas the top 12 economics departments averaged
1.2—a ratio of 5.3 to 1.0.

The unadjusted and adjusted rankings of economic departments, based on a
recent study by Tschirhart (1989). are shown in Table 2. The unadjusted rankings
in this table can be compared with raw departmental data for the years after 1989,
its year of publication. Economics department chairs or their deans could track
annual publication progress and could make interdisciplinary comparisons until
another published ranking appeared.

To make appropriate interdisciplinary comparisons, one needs to adjust publi-
cation rates in different disciplines for the number of co-authors, joumal quality,
and number of words per page. In Table 3 we present article publication rates and
related information for eight joumal-oriented disciplines. The five highest-rated

TABLE I
Characteristics of Economic Publications, by Quality Level

Characteristic

Acceptance rate

Co-author/article

Paper/articte

Words/pages

Total artictes/year

Total annual anicles/joumal

Top 5

8,5%

Joumal quality

Top 24

t.6

17.9

556

1,000

42

Top 108

4,500

Noie. Economic publicatiun characieristics. based on authors' calculations;
sources are summiirized in Table 3.
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joumals in each noneconomic field were reviewed for 1992-93 acceptanee rates,
number of co-authors, and words per page.'' The data in Table 3 show clear dif-
ferences in publication pattems across disciplines. In general, faculty in the hard
science disciplines (geology, chemistry, physics, oceanography, and geophysics)
publish a greater number of shorter, multi-authored articles per year than do fac-
ulty in economics, finance, and psychology. Acceptance rates also vary signifi-
cantly across disciplines. On average, approximately 62 percent of hard science
articles submitted to the five highest ranked journals are accepted for publication,
whereas only 14 percent of submitted social science articles are accepted. Final-
ly, the average size of NSF grants in the three social sciences was $110,883. ver-
sus $287,349 for the five hard sciences (Table 3).^

The information in Table 3 can be interpreted with the model we developed.
The model suggests that disciplines with more journal subscribers, higher article
acceptance rates, and more research grant support would tend to have higher
equilibrium quantities of published article pages. The data on acceptance rates
and gram .support are consistent with these conjectures but the data on number of
subscribers are not.

These results suggest that university administrators should recognize that
interdisciplinary differences in publication rates depend, in part, on joumal
acceptance rates as well as the availability of grant funds. Direct comparisons of
performance indicators on articles per faculty or research dollars per faculty
could result in resource mi sal locations among departments.

TABLE 2
Annual Publications per Faculty in the Top 108 Economics Joumals: 1975-84

Rank of economics departmenl Annual publications per faculty
by total number of publications Adjusted for co-authors tJnadjusted for co-aulhors

1 1.126 1.802
to 0.651 1.042
20 0.543 0.869
30 0.476 0.762
40 0.378 0.605
50 0.327 0.523
60 0.288 0.461
70 0.255 0.408
80 0.299 0.366
90 0.202 0.323

100 0.182 0.291
110 0.I6I 0.258
120 0.144 0.230
130 0.112 0.179
140 0.079 0.126
150 0.025 0.040

Sources: Tschirhart (1989) and the authors' estimale of an average of 1.6 co-authors per economics publication from

Noie: T.schirtian attributed puhiications lo ihe deparimeni the auihor wa.s affliaied wiih in 1984 (not necessarily the
department of afTIiation when the article was published). Atlhough the ranking of an individual depanment may be
affected by this procedure, the puhlication level needed lo achieve top 10 or top 50 sutus will not be.
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NOTES

1. Fine ans departments may emphasize different measures, such as number of exhibits, perfor-
mances, recitals, shows, and so forth,

2. For example, the National Research Council (NRC) ratings of research programs (Goldenberger.
Maher, and Feattan, 1992) are based on the subjective evaluaiions of raiers plus objective mea-
sures of the institution (number of grads and undergrads, year of first Ph.D., average annual R&D
dollars); its library (number of volumes and serials, annual budget); ihe program being rated
(number of Ph.D.'s awarded, median years to Ph.D., percentage of Ph.D. students receiving RA or
TA support); and the program faculty (number and percentage of full professors and percenlage
with research repon, honors/awards, publications and citations). The four objeclive measures of
faculty research output used by the NRC arc research support, honors/awards, publications, and
citations.

3. This heavier emphasis on external funding may be explained by the physical capital requirements
of these departments. State-of-the-art scientific, engineering, and medical research generally
requires state-of-the-art facilities and equipment.

4. The assumption of decreasing costs does not affect [he qualitative conclusions of the analysis. If
article publishing costs are constant or increasing, the predicted differences between economics
and the publication rates of other disciplines would be smaller. Based on the known economics of
publishing, declining costs seem likely.

5. Annual article publication rates per faculty were obtained from information in Table 3, Zivney and
Bertin (1992); Levin and Siepban (1992); and Tschirhart (1989).

6. Only three top journals in oceanography provided information. The distribution of NSF grants
may differ sharply between social sciences and hard sciences. For example, Tremblay (1992)
shows thai NSF chemistry grants are fairly unifonnly disuibuted over ranked chemistry depart-
ments (the top 50 chemistry departments had 59 percent of NSF grants), wbereas NSF economic
grants are highly concentrated (the top 50 economics departments had 88 percent of NSF grants).
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